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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:35 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
HELP!!!! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Shelley Wehberg  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:35 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Shonya Hodges  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:35 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lora Zeis  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:35 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kara Hernandez  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:35 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Margaret Mason  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:32 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kiyomi and Dave Golien  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:31 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I am new to Texas from Colorado. I have really enjoyed living here thus far, but I can 
honestly say the hardest transition for me has been seeing how animals are treated in TX 
compared to Colorado, specifically standards of ownership of dogs. The high number of 
strays and unwanted pets truly affects the image of this state and it's cities. Driving down 
major highways and seeing dead dogs, stray dogs, and stray mother dogs with puppies is 
extremely disheartening to newcomers. Please consider the current laws regarding breeding 
MORE dogs that will only contribute to this problem. TX and many southern states are 
known for having low standards for the health of dogs and care for them. Please change this 
image and improve lives for these sweet animals so that TX can lead the way for other states. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
rachel williams  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:30 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Patrice Foster  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:29 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sarah Desousa  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:28 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Animals deserve a better life and treatment than being confined in a cage and starved. This 
should be a crime and punishable by time in prison. Please help these defenseless animals. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Donna Webster  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:27 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
It is time to change things. Puppy mills need to be a thing of the past. Texas needs to take a 
stand on this to protect the animals. We are Texans - and we do things in a big way. Let this 
change make us even prouder to be called Texans. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Rose Wade  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:27 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Honestly, why do we need to urge the Department to propose rules that allow dogs and cats 
more room, room to turn around in cages that are way too small for them, to give the dog and 
cat a solid surface to sit or lie on - the Department should embrace rules that would end these 
animals living in these horrendous conditions - the Department should enforce laws that 
prevent animals from living in these unsanitary conditions - the Department should review 
the rules relating to commercial and private breeding facilities and protect the animals from 
unscrupulous practices - the Welfare of the animal is what matters not the bottom line of the 
breeders. So, yes, I am asking the Department to think of the conditions these animals endure 
when reviewing the Dog and Cat Breeders Program Rules and rule on the welfare of the 
Dogs and Cats that are born into these awful places. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mary Baker Dittman  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:27 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
This is an important issue along with tougher laws for animal abusers which if not regulated 
theses puppy mill pups are abused. Please help! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Angie crumpley  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:26 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Keeping animals that are intended to become beloved family pets in such conditions is abuse! 
Please do all in your power to see these abhorrent practices stopped forever. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Anita pickett  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Rebecca Cozad  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Having taken in several dogs from puppy mill situations, I have seen the damage first hand. 
We must not only stop Puppy mills but horses, birds, and all animals mills from over 
breeding for profit!!! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Melissa Heithaus  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cheryl Dillis  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Bethann Cunningham  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Aissa Martinez  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please put an end to the cruel treatment of these poor, helpless animals. Prosecute violators. 
Promote "Adopt - Don't Shop"! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Margaret Manning  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Rona Gallegos  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cyndi Warren  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:23 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
stella lin  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Martha Janosko  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please Please Please make some changes to the breeder program rules. Animals have no 
voice and we must protect them from individuals purely seeking monetary profit. 
Similar to children, animals depend on us to provide them safe, sanitary an humane care. 
People who choose to breed animals must be watched over to ensure animal safety. 
 
Thank you dearly for doing the right thing. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Adam Strout  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:23 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Linda Patrick  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sydney Russell  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Its just plain GREED. there are PLENTY of wonderful dogs out in the world. The female 
dogs get the worst treatment. Its bad all around and this had got to stop! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lolita Boden  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mary Long  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:21 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
LauraAnn Krolak-Johnson  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:21 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Gina MACAITIS  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:21 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ronald Smith  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Bernardo Falcao  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please help these animals live a life they deserve! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ashley Compton  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Frankly, I think that even allowing puppy mills is just plain wrong, i.e., unethical. As long as 
they exist, at least have strong standards of care and strictly enforce them. Thank you. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kathy Newman  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Traci Lane  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Gina Savarese Langford  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:18 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kimberly Haley  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:18 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kathleen Kintz  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:18 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Deborah Walenta  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:17 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
To Whom It May Concern,  
I consider a pet a family member, that said, all dogs bred by breeders, should be bred in safe, 
sanitary, humane conditions. Please review laws and make ammendments to laws for these 
changes. Thank you  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mischelline Alaniz 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mischelline Alaniz  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:17 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
This is a heartbreaking issue for me. These precious babies deserve to live a better life. They 
should not be caged or held captive for their entire life span. We have too many babies in 
shelters looking for homes ready. But at the very least some human compassion should be 
shown to the unfortunate ones whose freedom was robbed. At least give them a fighting 
chance. Say no to life in orison (a small wire cage), say no to unsanitary conditions that no 
one should ever have to endure, say no to cruel, neglectful humans. This is 2016. I think it's 
time we act like it. Don't you????  
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Patricia Mendiola  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Puppies should be ensured the healthiest start in life possible, to make for good quality dogs. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ellen Havlik  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Lets make it clear to breeders that if your are going to be a breeder you MUST have clean 
and roomy places for all pets. Dogs and cats should all have a safe place to live and breed. 
Commercial breeders need to get the act right and take care of these babies. All of them need 
loving homes including the ones they are using for breeding.  
Thank You for your time and hope and praying that you will improve the facilities. 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Charlotte Ruffin  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Josh Bullard  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Alyssa FLORES  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jana Taylor  

 

 





9

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Vivian Freeman  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Risa Beckham  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Pat Clemens  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Tim Duda  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Yvette Wiltcher  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:12 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cindy McReynolds  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Roger Croley  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:53 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
This is cruel and why puppies born in this environment get sick and have health 
complications.as they get older. There is also more inbreeding that can happen.  
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cynthia Sullivan  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:10 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
It's time to make a difference in animal cruelty laws for breeders and puppy mills.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Theresa Tilotta  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:10 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I cant believe we allow such deplorable conditions to exist for breeding dogs and their 
puppies. Please make better rules to govern the behavior of people who breed animals for 
profit, and don't really care about their well-being. Someone needs to be watching over these 
facilities and we need appropriate rules in place regarding not stacking cages so that they 
wont defecate on each other. They need a solid surface to stand on so their paws and legs 
don't become deformed standing on wire all their lives. Their cages should be larger, and 
they should be allowed some time out of their cages to move around. What a sad existence 
for these animals that greedy and callous breeders are creating to save a buck. Please, please 
help them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
KAYE Kidwell  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:10 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Puppy mills shouldn't even exist. There are millions of shelter dogs and cats that need homes. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Willow Riscar  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:09 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please make changes to the law so animals have to be cared for better. Animals have feelings 
and deserve clean and safe surroundings 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mary Lang  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:09 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
WE need to protect these innocent souls and STOP THE BREEDING!!!!!!!! Millions of dogs 
are killed in shelters EVERY year. ADOPT stop BREEDING!!!! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Leigh Radetsky  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:09 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Myriam Hunter  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:09 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sarah Auclair  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:09 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
I have lived in Texas now for over 31 years. I have also been a Dallas Police Officer for that 
long as well, and involved in local animal rescue. I have participated in countless rescues, 
some of which involved animal hoarding. I have seen the horrors surrounding puppy mills, 
and how it has become (for the most part) just a business for profit that shrugs off the fact 
that living beings are a part of that profit. I would truly like to see better standards of care 
provided these animals......and it is your duty and obligation to ensure that this becomes 
possible.  
Be that model for the nation to follow after! 
As Gandhi stated, "THE GREATNESS OF A NATION CAN BE PROVED BY HOW IT 
TREATS ITS ANIMALS!" 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Julie Cassidy  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:08 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
these people that do these horrible things to animals need to put themselves in that situation 
and see how much they like this. They also should be punished to the fullest to harm any 
animal or living being. NO ONE living animal or person should ever have to endure torture 
and conditions like this EVER Any one person that thinks this is okay should have their 
heads examine and then get the same treatment they are dishing out.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Loretta Butler  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:08 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
susan mcvicker  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:08 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sue Liu  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:06 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I adopted a dog from a shelter taht got her from a puppy mill and she was so mistreated Help 
dogs like mine  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Joyce Tuttle  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:06 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Calesse Carter  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:06 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Samus Baisden  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:06 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I am a trained volunteer for several local and national animal rescue and response 
organizations (ARC, AIR, HSUS, Red Rover), and I have provided post-seizure care to the 
animal victims of multiple puppy mills. On behalf of these animals, I implore you to do the 
right thing and please implement all of these basic, but much-needed changes, in order to 
reduce the level of neglect, abuse, and suffering experienced by the animals living in puppy 
mills.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dana Coker  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:07 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
We can't fix everything that's wrong in this world BUT we can fix this! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Gina Janak  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:05 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Although the humane issue alone should be paramount, I urge you, as responsible stewards 
of levying taxes to consider the burden that animals deemed "undesireable" and therefore 
eventually abandoned to the streets or shelters place on municipalities be considered. 
Personally, I think that until our animal shelters are EMPTY, breeding should be outlawed, 
but I realize that Texas is not an animal-friendly state. Please at least consider these minimal 
standards. 
Sincerely, 
Andre Gorzell 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Andre Gorzell  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:05 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Irene Dominguez  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:05 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Texas must become the standard bearer for nationwide humane care of innocent animals 
trapped in unsanitary, unhealthy, neglectful environments. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Hazel Carson  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:05 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
As a native Texan, San Antonio is my birthplace. A Franciscan sister for almost 50 yrs, 
Saints Francis, Clare, Anthony, and all saints that loved God's creatures please do All Good 
by listening and responding to removing these puppy mills forever! When people acquire a 
puppy may it be through animal shelters where so many need loving families. This message 
is also for all animals! We, humans, are God's caregivers, NOT abusers.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Maria Medina  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:04 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
In general ... Breeding dogs should be tightly regulated and allowed by only a select few and 
NEVER on a large scale! . I work with animal rescues and there are thousands euthanized 
every day. There are more than enough good dogs in this world for everyone to have several. 
This proposal is at least a first step in improving the welfare of animals. Please support it.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Margaret McCain  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:04 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
You know that this is the right thing to do. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Walter THOMAS  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:03 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Leah Goodrum  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:03 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please address these issues listed. I urge you to require better conditions for these helpless 
animals. We are their only voice. What they are experiencing now is cruelty and should not 
be allowed. Please help them. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dorothy Langston  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:03 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Leticia Brotto  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:03 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Staci Schellinger  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:02 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
donna hatch  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:02 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
sara ruiz  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:02 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
angelika altum  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:02 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please take action to help these defenseless animals. It is not fair that they should endure a 
life of substandard living conditions so humans can profit. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Susan Rogers  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:02 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Regarding animal care standards

Please strengthen the following standards, which must be strengthened and don't go 

far enough, to meet the mandate of ensuring these animals well-being: 

 Animals should be prohibited from being kept in an outdoor facility when the temperature reaches 
more than 90 degrees or less than 50 degrees. 

 Current rules provide an insufficient space for a dog's comfort and barely allows enough room for 

the animal to turn around. The minimum space should be doubled and TDLR should adopt the 
increased size recommended by the Advisory Committee when the initial Rules were considered. 

 Dogs and cats should not be forced to stand or lie 24/7 on 100% wire or wire mesh for their entire 

lives. Among other problems, this can result in severe damage to their limbs, paws and is highly 
unsanitary. 

 Stacking of primary dog enclosures on top of one another jeopardizes the health and well-being of 
the dogs and should not be allowed.  

 
Thank you for your consideration, 
 
Misty Clark 

Franchise Owner/General manager   

 

MASSAGE ENVY SPA MANSFIELD 

1497 Highway 287 North, Suite 103 

Mansfield, Texas 76063 

(817) 453-ENVY (3689) 

http://www.massageenvy.com/clinics/TX/Mansfield.aspx 

 

MASSAGE ENVY SPA SOUTH 360 
5232 S. State Highway 360, Suite 610 

Grand Prairie, Texas 75052 

(817) 303-ENVY (3689) 
http://www.facebook.com/MESouth360 

http://www.massageenvy.com/clinics/TX/South-360.aspx 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:01 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Gloria Alvarado  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:01 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
These poor dogs are begging for your help. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mary Black Davis  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:01 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Susan Summers  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:01 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Close down the unsanitary, cruel puppy mills. Dogs come out sick and have diseases and 
cannot be adopted. They are not socialized and their life is one of always being frightened , 
never knowing when someone will commit an act of cruelty against them. Puppy mills 
should be SHUT DOWN . All these people care about is making money off these innocent 
creatures, and could care less about their welfare. Those in authority should be ASHAMED 
of themselves for letting this practice go on!  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Linda Kozak  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:01 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lara Emig  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:00 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Timothy Thompson  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 1:00 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Timothy Thompson  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:59 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Suzan Spurlin  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:59 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please show compassion for these tiny souls. Do the right thing.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
PB Jones  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:59 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please don't let Texas lag behind this important initiative. Please be proactive and support 
this effort on behalf of all animals and animal advocates. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Diane Stavinohs  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:59 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jodie Brown  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:59 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
There are two different kinds of breeders the good ones snd puppy mills. Puppy mills are 
breeding sick puppies and selling them for profit. This alone should be illegal. But practicing 
animal abuse as a business is abhorrent. Steps must be taken to stop this! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Glenna Shenas  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:59 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Shelby Averhart  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:58 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
There has to be a way to stop this horrific treatment of dogs and cats. These breeders must be 
held accountable for the lives of these animals. Please, please do something!!! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sharron Roberts  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:58 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Janis Wilson  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:58 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lea Ludwick  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:58 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Carol Fahs  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:58 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Leslie Pool  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:57 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
With so many unwanted, abused, abandoned and discarded animals languishing on the 
county and city streets and in hundreds of shelters, breeders should not be allowed to breed 
any animal, for profit until all of the discarded animals are in permanent, loving homes. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sandra Good  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:57 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I'm appalled that there are commercial breeding facilities, but since there are, they need to 
have the highest standards to take care of our most vulnerable animals. Thank you.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lucia Dziadul  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:57 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Don't just adopt modest policy changes that will improve the lives of thousands of puppy mill 
dogs in your state. END ALL PUPPY MILLS IN TEXAS. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Delores Parker  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:57 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please strengthen the laws concerning puppy mills. It is Inhumane.  
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Martha Helfman  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:57 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Chantal Benjamim  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:56 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lainy Mistich  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:56 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Yesica Martinez  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:56 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Too many dogs and cats await adoption in shelters now. Puppy mills should be obsolete. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
John Browning  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:55 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Debra Tumbarello  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:54 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
It's high time puppy mills are CLOSED DOWN AND PROHIBITED BY LAW. BARC 
(Houston) euthanizes an average of 150 dogs day!!! These are animals that nobody wants. 
DO WE NEED TO KEEP BREEDING THEM?? People should find a more HONORABLE 
means of sustaining themselves that is not trafficking with defenseless animals. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Adriana Rubin  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:54 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
We need to help all animals have a better quality of life as its our moral obligation. 
Unfortunately some people who profit from these puppy mills mistreat and house dogs & 
puppies in small and filthy conditions which must stop and these people should be held 
criminally responsible. Thank you.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Beatrice Veiga  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:52 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Melanee Siebert  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:52 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
The treatment of animals should be every bit as regulated as people. These are loving sentient 
creatures and deserve the highest standard of protection against the lowlife scum of the 
human race. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Carol Moore  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:52 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
In my opinion, puppy mills need to be closed down immediately and most owners be charged 
with cruelty. They do not care about the dogs, just the money they bring in. The poor females 
are forced bred until it eventually kills them. They are forced to live in their own waste, 
without fresh water or food in a cage so small they can't even turn around in. Most of the 
dogs have parasites and infections and have to suffer without medical attention so as to not 
cut into the profits. Please help them. God bless them all. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
terry marek  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Most people see their dogs as companions. Would you want your companion to be held in 
one of these cages, scaled up to fit a human? I didn't think so. Please regulate these facilities 
more stringently than you do now. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kathryn Burns  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Marilyn Lema  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Betty Williams  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Just because animals can't speak doesn't mean they should be treated inhumanly. We need to 
be their voice.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Holly Page  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Anthony Denome  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Susan stephens  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:50 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
ML Gallardo  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:50 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Timothy O'Connell  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:50 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sheila Vacek  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:50 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Puppy mills are wrong - it's better to go to your local shelter and adopt. 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Debbie Stoutamire  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:49 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
The people who make money off of the misery of these poor animals need to know that 
Texas will not allow the abuse any longer. It is my opinion that these lazy people need to get 
a job and earn money without mistreating animals. Please change the laws and do the right 
thing. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Pamela Bollinger  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:49 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
ANIMALS ARE LIKE TODDLER CHILDREN. THEY CANNOT FEND FOR 
THEMSELVES THEREFORE IT IS UP TO US TO ENSURE THEY HAVE A GOOD 
QUALITY OF LIFE. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Keith Smith  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:49 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kaz Sephton  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:49 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Edna Hernandez  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:49 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please help our beautiful, innocent puppies! My heart cannot bear the cruelty and unsanitary 
conditions these precious lives receive. These puppies lives matter immensely! 
Unfortunately, all these mills see are dollar signs...it should be monitored in much 
healthier/happier conditions! 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Andrea Knepp  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:49 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
PATTI JUSTICE  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:49 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jeffrey Brown  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:48 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
All dogs bred in Texas must be reared in humane, clean, comfortable conditions with 
immediate access to veterinary care. Limits must be placed on how many litters a bitch may 
bear. All breeding bitches must be registered and pregnancies and births must be recorded. If 
not for animals, there would be no state of Texas; we must show care and concern for all 
Texas animals and be responsible stewards as nature has called upon us to do. Thank you. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
K. Zak  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:48 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please help. These are precious lives. What's being allowed to happen to them is beyond 
cruel. The ultimate solution is to stop puppy mills altogether.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Stacy Scarbrough  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:47 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Michelle Rivera  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:47 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Many of these helpless animals are subject to deplorable conditions. This would be a 
significant step in the right direction. Please help the defenseless animals and require they 
have a small amount of comfort during their unfortunate circumstances.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Barbara Reed  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:46 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
As the owner of a dog that was rescued from a "puppy mill" breeder, the consequences for 
the dog lasts her entire life, not just until she is adopted by a family and removed from the 
facility. Even though I adopted my dog as a very young puppy seven years ago, she still has 
trust issues with people and other animals about space, food, etc. With time, patience and 
firmness, she has become a loving part of our family, but I wonder what her future would 
have held if she had been adopted by someone who had neither the time nor inclination to 
give her the help she needs. I know my dog will live out her life loved and cared for, but how 
many other animals in the same conditions she once suffered will not be so fortunate. The 
greatest strength in humanity and community lies in how we treat the weakest and most 
vulnerable. Please be their voice. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kimberly Miles  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:46 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
guillermo valencia  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:46 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please help! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Tonya Bogosian  

 

 





5

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:46 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Beverly Blackburn  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Elynor Sandoval  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Better yet, why not completely do away with breeding programs. There are so many dogs 
and cats available for adoption at shelters and most of these are euthanized because they are 
not adopted. We treat dogs and cats as disposable when they are not. If we do not speak up 
for these defenseless creatures who will?  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Debra Ramos  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dora Massey  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:44 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Your mindfulness of the wellbeing of these animals is truly appreciate. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Andrea Nutley  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:44 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Colleen Butterfield  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:44 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Melinda Smiljanic  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:44 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
It is deplorable that we allow breeders to treat these sweet animals in such horrific manners. 
Please adopt these modest changes that will improve the lives of thousands of puppy mill 
dogs. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lorette Andrews  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:43 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
rose bowden  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:43 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Texas citizens and dogs deserve better than to allow these deplorable conditions that 
currently exist. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dawn McJennett  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:43 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I am not an owner but I have been in the past...I love dogs and my youngest always wanted to
pick up dogs running the streets. We took in as many as I could offer but for most part we 
took them to get the care and love they so needed. I strongly support the Texas Dept. of 
Licensing and Regulation to better protect the welfare of these helpless animals and as a dog 
lover, please take into consideration the wellbeing and safety for them. 
 
Thank You, 
Ms. Rita Martinez 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Rita Martinez  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:42 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Judith Culligan  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:42 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Judy Bryce  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:42 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
ASPCA, 
 
Our evolution as humans is directly reflected in our treatment of animals. I adopted a puppy 
from a closed puppy mill, and we love him dearly. Even will our daily love for him, he still 
manifests fears and odd habits that he formed as a puppy. Obviously he was abused as a pup. 
It's heartbreaking. Please do all you can to close abusive mills and allow these animals to live 
in safety and dignity and love.  
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cornelia Blair  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:42 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
joan milford  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:42 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I feel it is deplorable in this day and age to still have to mandate lawas that everyone with an 
once of common sense should be aware of anyway. Why shhould we treat dogs breeders any 
differently than criminals? Seems people just want to look the other way instead of being 
pro-active. I have adopted shelter dogs myself in an attempt to try to make an impact on 
societies lack of common sense. Too many people want a puppy cause it's cute but once it 
gets a little older they dump it in the streets. By my thinking, this should always be treated as 
a federal crime. We need more caring people instead of politicians who really don't give a 
damn. Thank you... 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jeffrey Tubbs  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:42 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Better yet, end breeding programs that lead to animal companion mills/factory. End animal 
cruelty because that is ultimately what breeding does when our society is left with 
overpopulated animal shelters. Encourage adoption of animals instead. Aren't any of you sick 
and tired of an ever increasing greedy world? Let's spare the innocent animals of it. Thank 
you 🌼 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Carol Hale  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:41 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kristen Kitchens  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:41 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
These dogs have no one to stand up for them but the Texas people and we say "Enough if 
Enough!". Unfortunately, the breeding dogs will never know the love and companionship 
every dog deserves. The least you can do on our behalf is to ensure that they are comfortable 
and in safe and sanitary conditions. 
Please! Their future in is your hands. Show the people of Texas that you also care and are 
willing to do something about it. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mary Mandeville  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:40 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please do not ignore. Please help these loving animals from the horrible creatures that keep 
getting away with puppy mills. We have to be their voice! 
Please help! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lisa Denton  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:40 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jose Granja  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:40 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please stop this cruelty and start acting like humans for once.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kshitiz Teotia  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:40 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kathryn Cates  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:40 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
No living, breathing creature should live in a cage, PERIOD. Breed for profit but do it in a 
humane way. People who run dog breeding mills should be put in a cage themselves. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lyn Buerger  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:40 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Personally I don't think that keeping dogs in cages is good. Whether ur breeding them or no. 
A person couldn't live like that especially to breed. Give them all the rm they need. Only for 
classified dogs & cats. Not to puppy mills. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Linda Woodley  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Michelle Verran  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please help there poor animals that can't speak for themselves.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Van Boyd  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
This practice has gone on far too long! When are we going to stop this kind of treatment for 
these poor animals. Years ago, I was told by vets not to get a puppy from a puppy mill 
situation. Many pet stores sold these puppies at that time. This is inhuman way for these 
breeding dogs to live. Please stop it! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Paula Burtch  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I am a dog owner who Agrees with the ASPCA position,that we need to make changes,as a 
Texas resident I am imploring you to make sure that you make the right decision. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Gloria Tindle  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Stop puppy mills. Require safe and sanitary conditions for breeders.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Howard Eilers  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sarah Romo  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:38 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
You have the opportunity to improve the lives of breeding dogs and puppies. Please take it 
and help those who cannot help themselves. Please do not turn a blind eye and a deaf ear to 
the plight of these animals. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Judy Reeves  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:38 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Susan Unruh  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:37 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Anna DeBlanc  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sylvia Duncan  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Shonda Stanneart  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Deborah Henson  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
My daughter Shreya Jain has been actively speaking against puppy mills. The kids of future 
are the change we need and they all strongly urge your support.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Shilpi Jain  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Think about the animals and have a heart! How can anyone be so cruel and thoughtless??? 
These are defenseless creatures who deserve better! Please help these suffering animals! It is 
the right thing, and the only thing to do! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Austin Meyer  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jerrod Roper  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Heather Brandon  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:35 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
This truly means a great deal me and my family. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Aaron Burton  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:35 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lathered McDonald  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:35 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dave Mills  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:34 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
T. Chandler  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:34 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ami Wisdom  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:34 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Pam Thomas-Hill  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:33 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Connie Cortez  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:32 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
it is shameless what these puppy mills are doing, when my husband and I were looking for a 
puppy , first we asked if ( the puppies) they have any of the puppy diseases, and they did;they 
do not vaccinate them, for the only once needed.. they are in stacked cages, and hardly ever 
enter a home. we unfortunately purchased one from puppy mill, he is a love, but has so many 
medical issues due to bad breeders. he has eye problems, ear problems, can not take flea and 
heartworm meds>> had seizures and HGE and almost died , we have paid thousands of 
dollars for his care, he will be 10 years old in 3 weeks. he is a great Papillon, but why subject 
these fur babies to such BS. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
debora tyler  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:33 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lourdes Plata  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:32 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ligia Barrera  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:32 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Deana Bowman  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:32 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
AMANDA MICHALSKI  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:31 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
David Rasul  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:31 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Terri Neeley  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:31 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mita Mehta  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:31 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lindsey Caudill  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:30 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Brianna South  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:29 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Barbara Fletcher  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:29 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I believe that the size and the stacking of the crates abhorrent. Can we not find some way to 
give these poor animals some quality of life?  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Maridale Ray  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:29 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Isabel Santamaria  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:29 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
victor villalobos  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:30 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jodie Mufich  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:29 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Nancy Metzger  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:30 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mary Saucedo  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:30 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Brandi Bauer  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:28 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
As a Texas resident, who owns dogs, and will continue to own dogs in the future, I believe 
that this a wonderful opportunity for the Department of Licensing and Regulation to 
drastically improve the quality of life for breeding dogs, and will help ensure that they are 
better cared for and are safer. These animals are kept in deplorable conditions and could 
benefit so much from such simple changes. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cynthia Talbot  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:28 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kate Mains  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:28 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cheri Long  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:28 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please consider adding these rule to require breeders to provide these minimal increases in 
safety and comfort. The world population is beginning to see what is happening in breeder 
situations as increased transparency is provided through social media. Let's make Texas look 
a little better in the eyes of the world by providing a more humane environment for breeder 
animals! 
 
Thank you for considering my opinion on this matter.  
 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Betsy Thornton  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:28 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I lived in WA State several years in a county that allowed puppy mills. One of them had dogs 
in the cages in their house and the garage was turned into runs with a lot of dogs in each one. 
I was dreadful for the many dogs that were not show quality. Puppy mills should not be 
licensed and should not be allowed anywhere. 
 
Susan Cook PhD Animal Behavior 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Susan Cook  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:28 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Reputable breeders can not always be counted on to regulate their industry. I know because I 
was involved with a cat rescue in another state. It became a never ending battle.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Julia Cash-Owens  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:26 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
We need to stop the torture and abuse of these poor victims. Please don't ignore this request 
to stop something that has been allowed to go on for too long now. Please help these poor 
animals have better lives. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Linda Freker  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:26 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please help stop the suffering and abuse of these helpless creatures. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Laura Kim Rudkin  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:26 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dana Longo  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:26 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
We count on you to speak up for those who cannot.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dena Michelle Williamson  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Carolyn Goldston  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lori Martin  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jaqueline Ladd  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Inhumane breeding practices need to stop. Please strengthen our laws to protect animals. 
With the pet overpopulation crisis I think puppy mills should be banned entirely.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Louan LeDoux  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please save these puppies  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
melody brasher  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Carol Wood  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:25 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ashley Herman  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please make sure there are enough inspectors to adequately regulate commercial dog 
breeders. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Eloy Leal  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I also think that it would greatly improve the lives of female dogs if the number of litters, 
which they have throughout their lifetime, is limited to protect the health of the female dog.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jenna Laurie  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
kim anderson  

 

 



1

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jennifer Gonzales  

 

 



2

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:24 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Deborah Trimue  

 

 



3

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:23 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
PLEASE! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kimberley Bayer  

 

 



4

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:23 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Fix the problem the Governor is a personal friend. We don't want him to over rule you or 
replace you with another.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Floyd Rathbun  

 

 



5

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:23 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Heather Brandenburg  

 

 



6

Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Daniel Villarreal  

 

 



7

Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Barb Livingston  

 

 



8

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
These animals suffer a horrible life bred over and over. Those wire cages ruin their feet. This 
is no life for them. Please make the laws tougher and maybe we can stop puppy mills 
altogether. 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Renee Leonard  

 

 



9

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
We ARE their voice! Puppy Mills are animal abuse. PLEASE I beg of you to strengthen the 
Dog or Cat Breeders Program Rules. These animals deserve a chance at life and not be put in 
small confined spaces that are dirty and filthy being scared of how this is what life is like. 
Breeders need to treat these animals as pets as they are meant to be and not just stick them 
away with nothing but the dollar sign being the only thing that matters. Please help these 
animals to get a good start in life and hopefully all can have happy long ones. IF this cannot 
be stopped altogether then please at least give them more space, a clean and tidy area with a 
resting surface and not stack them on top of one another. PLEASE HELP THESE 
HELPLESS ANIMALS. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Debbie Pendley  

 

 



10

Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
These little animals have beautiful little soles. They deserve so much more. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Debbie Moore  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Della Harris  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:22 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please help these poor innocent dogs. They suffer such atrocities. In rescue, I see so much 
pain that is from pure neglect. Please end puppy mills.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ellette Vinyard  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:21 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jerry OLeary  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:21 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Erin Schick  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:21 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Claire McKay  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
The above request would be at a minimum. I think these dogs need to be able to walk; I have 
seen dogs crippled because of having been relegated to an enclosure for their entire lives. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Margaret Hill  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
It would also be smart to have random inspections.  
 
In a perfect world, there would be no puppy mills at all 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cyd Byrd  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
M. Lowery  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I think "Strict" Regulations and Licensing and a limit placed on the Number of Pups, any 
Breeder can have, at any given time. To many of these breeders, these Pups are only $ signs, 
NOT animals that deserve Love and GOOD care !!! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Edward Hunt  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Stop this cruel treatment of dogs to breed & re breed with no vet care or regard for the health 
& well being of these dogs! They are forced to remain in cages most of their life with little 
human contact or concern for them!!  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Margaret Shankles  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:20 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Wanda Sturrock  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:19 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jeff Elder  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:19 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please help to give them a decent life. Those defenseless animals need to live with dignity. 
Please, stop greediness! 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Imelda Spivey  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:17 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
There are so many abandoned dogs, & dogs in shelters are euthanized every day, simple 
because of overcrowding. Efforts should be mad to try to get dogs adopted before thinking 
about buying one from a breeder. Every effort should be made to change shelters to no kill 
rescues. I cam from Colorado and animals there have a better status than here in Texas. 
Animals should not be considered property which can be disposed off when tired of taking 
care of them. Abuse of animals should be punishable by jail sentences. If these pyppy mills 
were shut down, less dogs will be suffering and more dogs may be adopted. Spaying and 
neutering should be priorities. 
I am just so sad at the way animals are treated by some people. it is heartbreaking. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sally Howard  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:18 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Chemeka Miller  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:18 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I have donated to rescue groups all over the country primarily to put an end to puppy mills. 
The major cause of millions of dogs being euthanized every year at tremendous suffering and 
high cost to all communities is the overpopulation of canines. There is absolutely no need or 
excuse for the existence of puppy mills which are the epitome of neglect and cruel abuse as 
there is certainly no shortage of dogs in this country. Breeding facilities which are highly 
regulated and taxed by the community must be inspected regularly to prevent the horrible 
commercial breeding practices that exist today. Not only the health and welfare of the dogs 
but also the breeding techniques and the hostage taking of females to produce until they die 
must be ended. Many of the dogs in kill shelters have been "dumped" by the breeders 
because they are sickly or too old to sell. Overproduction and overbreeding is the cause. 
Some of these dogs were sold and were later found to have behavior problems or health 
problems and also dumped in shelters. These facilities cost the public millions while the 
breeders continue make their high profits from the almost cost-less production of puppies. 
Please stop this and make the breeders adhere to strict practices and regulations with 
extremely high fines or prosecution for failing to do so.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Donna Mosera  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:17 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please improve the lives of dogs, I personally think breeding should be banned, dogs have 
souls, they have feelings, they are creatures of God. 
The least you can do, it's giving them a good healthy space.  
Thanks 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Elizabeth Vargas  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:18 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kim Desell  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:18 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Madeleine Slator  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:17 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Animals have no choice, no free will, in their short lives. Humans do. We must be good 
stewards of the earth and its inhabitants, including the animals. They are not just a 
commodity to be bought and sold without regard for their feelings. I beg of you to please 
help them now.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jonizo Calloway  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:17 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I find it hard to believe that in today's society and how educated the public is nowadays, 
puppy mills are still able to legally function. I find it disgusting and an outrage if this cannot 
be changed to help these sentient beings. I urge you to seek your conscience and do the right 
thing. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jacque Adimare  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:18 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Make Texas a humane example for America and stop this cruelty please. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Anne Brookover  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:16 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Michael Stauffacher  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:16 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
There are way too many shelters euthanizing hundreds of dogs per day. 
Breeders add to that number. These animals suffer and being kept in cages 
should be against the law. 
Un-fit breeders that house these animals in horriffic spaces. 
Its plain to see, the breeders DO NOT care for the welfare of the dogs, only 
their pocketbook. 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Tricia Gibson  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:16 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Megan Thomas  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:16 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Shelley Williams  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:16 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lisa Hughes  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:15 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Tracey Whitley  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:15 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Many years ago, I was an animal cruelty investigator in Galveston County. We seized 
hundreds of animals in horrible conditions, but the courts did not see animal cases as a 
priority. There needs to be some substantive penalties imposed on people who exploit and 
mistreat animals because they are too lazy to get a real job. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Tammy Sikes  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:15 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Lorrie Thedford  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:15 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
PLEASE, PLEASE don't condemn these helpless, sweet pups to such inhumane conditions. 
Imagine you were incarcerated - bad enough. But your cell had no floor, just wire bars. You 
had a raggedy blanket, or none at all. NO TOILET...your waste would fall on the cell below 
you, the waste in the cell above would fall on YOU. You would turn bitter, humiliated, and 
hate the world. But these dogs, after living in such conditions, are at the worst, fearful. Not 
aggressive, or mean, just scared. Most of the time they are grateful, sweet and loving. Doesn't 
this trust deserve our best efforts? 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Jan Mosteller  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:15 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I can't believe the Great State of Texas allows inhumane treatment of animals. Pray that we 
as "the intelligent species" end the abuse and mistreatment of all that inhabit this planet. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Robert Smith  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Shannon Bushong  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Rainbow Di Benedetto  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Andie Mehl  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Laura King  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
TOMASA ORTIZ  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:14 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sallie Woodell  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Barbara Lewis  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Donna Adams  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Eve Spearman  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Do you have a dog, does your neighbor have a dog what about as a child? How would you 
have wanted this animal to be treated? If you are a compassionate person, if you have the 
slightest understanding that like us dogs can experience emotions: heartbreak, fear,anxiety, 
anger and disappoint. Now imagine this being forced to live out its days in a small, smelly 
and dangerous cage. Now think about the companion animals that run on the trails of Red 
Bud ,Zilker Park or Lake Travis, and thoughout the state. The animals in these cages have 
likely never felt the warmth of the son, or plush green grass on their painful paws.  
 
You have an opportunity before you to change the way these breeders do business. Force 
them to show compassion. Show the rest of the country that the Lone Star state is better then 
just the bare minimum requirements. Show the world that Texas is not mediocre  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Gabriel Mayfield  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Gina Obrien  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kaileen Reynolds  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Judy Splain  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please end puppy mills!!! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mari Tucker  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
I know many people thing that animals don't have feelings, but they do. Just think about how 
it would be to be in an unsanitary, overcrowded cage all your life. NOTHING deserves to be 
treated like that. A dog is a forever friend no matter what ... They are loyal & loving and just 
want to be treated with respect. I personally believe that these breeders should also have to 
allow them time to enjoy their lives by running around in the grass & playing.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Karen Fernandez  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Dogs and cats are living, breathing creatures. It is not for some ignorant human to create such 
terrible living standards just so they can make a buck. If a person is going breed, do it the 
right way, and at no torture, neglect, cruelty to the animals. People are becoming inhumane at 
a disturbing pace and animals take too much of the brunt of these actions. To begin with, 
people need to learn how to take care of their animals as there are too many unsterilized, 
neglected, unwanted animals as it is. If you're going to breed, make it habitable.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Debbie Buccino  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
There are too many dogs in Texas now. Our animals shelters are forced to kill homeless dogs 
and cats every day. Commercial breeders should be regulated to insure the health and 
comfort of these animals. I urge you to approve rules that give animals the right to more 
space and ban stacking cages on top of one another. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Judy Daigle  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Leslie Brice  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Delaney Mallory  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
susan garton  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
To whom it may concern I would like to voice my opinion on this matter the owners and I 
put that lightly of puppy mills are a disgrace they're disgusting and they deserve to be in 
cages themselves with no water no food unsanitary conditions everything they put those poor 
dogs and puppies through they should have to go through no food no water no shelter No 
Love No Light nothing!!!!!!! Those people that put those poor animals are puppy mills 
deserve to go to jail for mistreating animals neglecting them and abusing them they need to 
go to jail Point Blank............ Thank you. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Heather Brown  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Hope De Los Santos  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Please encourage more humane conditions for these animals!! 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Dj Brune  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
nadine vergilia  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Anthony harley  
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Waneta Lamas

From:  

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:11 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Cherie Roseliep  
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Waneta Lamas

From:
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:10 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
David Cervantes  
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Waneta Lamas

From:

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 12:10 PM
To: Erule Comments
Subject: Please Strengthen Dog Enclosure Standards for Commercial Breeders

Dear Ms. Easley, 
 
As a Texas resident, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the review of the Dog or Cat 
Breeders Program Rules. This program is so important to ensuring the welfare of dogs in 
commercial breeding facilities, and I hope the Department will strengthen the regulations to 
better protect these vulnerable animals and the consumers who ultimately purchase them.  
 
In particular, I respectfully urge the Department to propose rules to afford breeding dogs 
more cage space, require a solid resting surface and ban the unsafe and unsanitary practice of 
stacking dogs' cages on top of one another. Breeding dogs typically spend their entire lives in 
these cages so these modest improvements are critical to ensuring a basic standard of 
wellbeing and safety for them.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kayla Hernandez  

 

 




